EXTRACTION SPECIALISTS
MANUFACTURING ENGINEERS

TIMBER / PACKAGING HEAT TREATMENT OVENS
Heat treatment ovens for timber packaging to IPSM15

38 years
manufacturing
in New Zealand
DUST EXTRACTION

WELDING FUME EXTRACTION
Fixed and portable fume extraction arms centralized welding fume extractions systems.
Design - Manufacture - Installation.

Reverse pulse bag filters
Camfil Gold series collectors
Cyclone and static filters
Fans and rotary valves
Design build - project
management

SPRAY BOOTHS

Kit set open face booths
Auto spray lines
Heated spray and bake booths
Heated drying rooms
Paint work stations
Spray plenums
designed manufactured to
AS/NZ 4114

V-DUCT

Modular ducting components
pipes-bends-clamps-reducing
bends
diverter valves - dampers and
more

VK MARINE
From aluminium boat modifications, new builds
and refit work, VK Marine capabilities are from
combining the trade and engineering skills of
Viking’s core business enabling diversification
into the marine industry. All aspects of
aluminium fabrication is carried out either in
house or dock side as required.

VIKING TIMBER
HEAT TREATMENT
PLANTS

www.vikingltd.co.nz
EXTRACTION SPECIALISTS
MANUFACTURING ENGINEERS

Phone: 09 835 4090

Fax: 09 835 4070

151b McLeod Rd
Te Atatu South 0610

PO Box 83 261
Edmonton 0652

Heat treatment ovens for
wood packaging
to IPSM 15 regulatons
Stand alone ovens - container
refit systems

MODULAR REVERSE FLOW FILTER SYSTEMS
For installation into continued operating plants and machinery which require
continued extraction rates, or single shift manufacturing. Designed to separate
large volumes of coarse through to fine materials.

V-DUCT MODULAR DUCTING
Viking’s very own ducting range consists of an extensive array of modular ducting
components ideal for off-the-shelf ducting solutions. Ranging from 100mm to
500mm, traditionally, but Viking stress that any size ducting can be made to suit
a client’s needs

Filter cleaning is achieved by reversing air flow through the out side of the filter
sleeve, removing dusts deposited on the inside surface.
These systems operate under positive pressure. Modular type construction with
ability to add as you grow with standard modules available.

SPRAY BOOTHS
Viking is the largest manufacturer of spray painting booths in New Zealand. All
sizes, temperatures and shapes can be made to order from the market leaders
or the Viking kit sets can be purchased off the shelf. The kit sets range from 1m
wide to 4m wide and can be freighted nationwide and easily installed (compliance
certificate supplied). Viking also supply a range of ‘multi-cure booths’ with spray
and bake temperatures ideal for every industry.

